Multiple Weapons. One Rack.
Weapons storage has just been revolutionized with Spacesaver Corporation’s new Universal Weapons Racks. Space-efficient, cost-effective, and versatile. Now available on GSA Contract. Setting up an armory has never been this easy.

**Spacesaver Storage Systems**

Diamond shaped mesh permits visible counts of weapon inventory.

Cabinets and interior accessories are totally reconfigurable.

The Universal Weapons Rack accommodates a wide variety of weapons.

**Universal Weapons Rack**

Multiple Weapons. One Rack.

Durability - Fully welded, heavy gauge cabinet provides long lasting use even under the toughest conditions.

Flexibility - “A la Carte” configurability accommodates the storage of a wide variety of weapon types (long and hand guns), gear, optics and spare barrels.

Security - Retractable doors and locking bars provide weapon security of conventional arms, ammunitions and explosives (OPNAVINST 5530.13B).

Bin System - The Bin System is designed to store gear, optics and special equipment inside the cabinet.

Space Efficiency - Modular, stackable design maximizes armory storage space. Cabinets may be ganged together and placed on high-density mobile systems.
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